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Deserted island survival tips
Being stranded on a desert island may sound like the plot of a movie, but the truth is that anything can happen. If your plane crashes or you're shipwrecked on a remote, unpopulated island, you can survive – with a hefty dose of luck and some critical survival skills. Food, water and shelter are of course important, but you should also try to remember one thing, especially: Stay
calm. Panicking won't help your chances of survival, and your image can even mean the difference between life and death. Finding food and locating a safe water source are among your most pressing concerns. First, note that under no circumstances should you ever drink water from the sea. This can lead to serious illness, loss of consciousness and even death. Would rather
do your best to look for a freshwater source. If there isn't one available to you, you have a few options. One is to set up a rainwater collection device. Another is to collect water by digging a hole in the ground, leaving a receptacle of a species at the bottom of the hole and then surrounding it with leaves; From there, put a piece of plastic on top, weighing it down if necessary so that
the water can collect and fall into your container. The next one is food. Of course, if you find fruit like bananas on the island, this is a no-brainer; Make sure you hose down as much of the island as possible from potential food sources. But if you are not able to find recognizable fruit, chances are there are plenty of seafood to eat. Most oysters, mussels, fish and even seaweed can
be eaten. Note, however, that if shells are difficult to open, this probably means they are sick and not safe to eat. You also grind a stick to make a spear and try to catch fish. Building a ShelterFinding shelter is a crucial aspect of survival. Build a makeshift shelter with all the materials at your disposal; tree branches are great for this. No matter how you build your shelter, it should
protect you from the elements and keep you as warm as possible. Also note that you should try to sleep off the ground if possible, to avoid being bitten by venomous snakes or insects. Ultimately, your best chance of survival is to be saved. Once you've found food, found a water source and built a shelter, it's time to ask for help. A huge fire is the best way to do this. Collect small
twigs, wood and other combustible materials and then place a lot of tinder in the middle. From here, use glasses or other similar material to start a fire with sunlight if you don't have a lighter. Page 2 When planning a camping expedition, important to understand that some basic items help you to get a regular day and others that you should use in case of extraordinary
circumstances that surprise you. In the jargon of camping enthusiasts, collect supplies for your personal camping equipment. The personal camp kit must be the essential list of things every camper needs. If you don't know where you are, you can't tell me where you're going. A compass is a basic need for every camper, so that means that every camper in your group needs its
own. A compass in the hand of the group from which you are separated does you, the lost member, absolutely no good. Many cell phones are equipped with GPS technology, and there are special handheld GPS devices. However, neither are good if the power supply runs out or if the signal fails to reach for some reason. The best advice is to equip yourself with a GPS device and
a map, but make sure you have a very detailed and updated map of the campsite with you. A map with a scale of at least 1:100,000 provides the necessary display of detailed country features that help you determine where you're working. Rains come and campfires go out, and the last thing you want is to be left alone in the dark. Each member of the party should be equipped
with a small handheld flashlight, but make sure to take a few larger lanterns that can be used to relieve larger areas and deter unwanted nocturnal animals that may come looking for your food. A Swiss army knife is a basic camping need that many people nowadays don't think about, but it can be a lifesaver. Not only do you get the required knife that you need for everything from
stripping a fish to tying your tent, but the knife can also be a fork, spoon, tweezers, scissors and saw. If you want hot food, make sure you have a fire starter or a book of matches. Metal plates are durable and easy to clean. Plastic cups are lighter than metal cups, but melt when placed too close to the fire. Bring some bottled water, because if you find a freshwater supply, it can be
contaminated with bacteria. Although the romance of drinking from a fresh stream remains intact, the reality is that in most cases bottled water is probably safer to drink. Page 3 Camping by the lake can include staying in a tent, sleeping in your vehicle or renting a cabin. No matter how you choose to camp or the activities you have planned, there are certain camping items that
need to be included for every lake camping trip. Lake camping is likely to include swimming, boating, hiking or fishing, so all equipment and special clothing needed for these activities should be included on your packing list. A first aid kit should be an essential part of the emergency supplies of each camper, wherever the camper goes.. First aid kits must be stored to fit any
situation a camper can encounter on their journey. Basic first aid package should be easily recognisable to all members of a camping party. The kit must contain waterproof matches, a working flashlight with fresh batteries, a compass and card, a multi-tool with a knife, a mirror that can be signal for help, rope, wire, antiseptics, tweezers, over the counter antihistamines, insect
repellent, sunscreen, calamineloion for insect bites, aloe vera for burns and sunburn, bandages, cotton swabs, surgical scissors and medical tape. People have three basic needs: food, water and shelter. A camping mess kit should help to meet both the food and water portions. If your campsite does not provide drinking water for drinking, your mess kit should contain a portable
water filter or water purification tablets. In addition, you need to pack a camp stove and fuel; cooking utensils including a frying pan and stew; food preparation equipment, including a knife, cutting board, bottle and can openers; and eating utensils including bowls, cups and silverware. Food should be dry food that will pack easily and will not spoil. Drinks and perishable foods
should be packed in a cooler. Finally, all responsible campers must bring tools to clean up after themselves, including biodegradable soap and garbage bags for throwing away camp waste. The last item you need to pack to meet your basic needs is a form of shelter and items for comfort in your shelter. Even if you rent a cabin or sleep in your vehicle, you may still need to pack a
sleeping bag and pillow. If you are camping tent, you should also have a bottom cover and, possibly, an air mattress if you sleep on the ground uncomfortable. An air mattress pump, while not necessary, still saves you trouble and make camping more enjoyable. Page 4 In many ways, packaging for a cabin is similar to packaging for another holiday. Clothing suitable for the
weather is essential. Packing extra clothing is a good idea when visiting cabins in case the weather conditions change quickly or the cabin has no washing facilities; bring wash soap and dryer sheets as the cabin is equipped with a washer and dryer. Pack sturdy boots and rain gear. Bring the toiletries you normally pack while traveling, such as a toothbrush, toothpaste and
shampoo, but apply some extra items in case they are not provided in the cabin. These items include toilet paper and soap. Sunscreen and bug spray are other important items that should not be forgotten. A first aid kit, all essential medicines and a small pocket tool help you be prepared for any emergency. Some cabins have fully equipped kitchens, so all you need to pack are
your favorite groceries. Don't forget the ingredients for s'mores and remember that fresh fruits and vegetables are easy to store and prepare. More rustic cabins, such as those available for rent in Montana's National Forests, only have a wood-burning stove to Cooking. If you visit a cabin without kitchen facilities, packing utensils, cups, plates or bowls, pots and pans if necessary, a
cooler, a can opener, dishwashing liquid and rags or paper towels for If you're visiting an isolated area, it's a good idea to bring a camping stove and fuel as a backup in case you have trouble cooking over a wood fire; Bring newspaper and matches or a lighter to start fires. Some cabins do not offer bedding, so it is important to pack pillows and sleeping bags or sheets. It may also
be necessary to bring towels. If you're traveling with kids, forget all the items that will help them sleep in a strange place; Packing favorite bedtime stories or cuddles will help everyone get a good night's sleep. A night lamp, headlight, lantern or flashlight should be packed to help everyone navigate through the dark in unfamiliar surroundings. Don't forget extra batteries or fuel.
Grab a few things to entertain yourself on rainy days too; books, playing cards, crossword puzzles and small games make fun ways to pass the time. Camping chairs make relaxing around the campfire more comfortable. A camera with extra batteries allows you to capture your visit. Grab binoculars and field guides to help identify local plants and wildlife. Bring a map and compass
if you plan to explore the area around the cabin. If you're imagining being stranded on a desert island, you're probably thinking of Tom Hanks and his iconic side-kick Wilson in the movie Cast Away, novels like Robinson Crusoe, or TV shows like Bear Grylls the Island or Survivor. In all of these, people are stranded and must survive with their limited knowledge and resources until
they are saved (or voted out of the reality program, in the case of the latter). While we may not want to end up on a desert island in a real survival situation, the more romantic notions of being stranded on a tropical island for a week are quite appealing. It is in many ways the perfect opportunity for escapism. To disconnect from our busy world and experience a true adventure up
close with unspoilt nature. You may already know the five pillars of survival: Shelter, Water, Fire, Food and Mindset. But did you know that you catch fish with rocks, or how to cook without a pot? Here are some of my favorite island survival skills that you may not be familiar with. Grind a peak on a rock to get into a coconut The easiest way to make fire is to use a convex lens to
make fire by magnification. A few glass often works a treat, as does the bottom of a glass bottle, even a plastic bottle or a clear plastic bag full of water can all work. A bottle filled with water can make a convex lens for fire Aside from magnification, friction fires are the best way to make fire on a tropical Island, this is the technique we teach you. These are almost impossible if you
don't have some basic knowledge, but apart from technique, the most important thing in the first place, is the right wood. Along most tropical beaches you will find Sea Hibiscus, Hibiscus, bright yellow or red flowers. This is the softest wood you will find and your best bet to try your hand on a hand drill or fire crew. Make sure you collect the standing dead wood, this will work best.
Note: We offer a 6-part survival email course that offers many more tips on this. There's a reason Tom Hanks got a set of skates in one of the Fed-Ex packages. A knife or machete is the most important tool in your survival kit. It will help you with cutting, hunting, chopping, making fire, building shelter, and food preparation. If you don't have a knife with you, you have to be creative
and make a knife, or something that works the same way. My favorite simple way to make a knife is to break shells to make razor sharp sharp knives. Prick it to a sturdy stick to create an axe. However, anything with a sharp edge will do like a knife, so if no shells are available, bamboo can work very well as bone soil up to a point. Also keep an eye out for a sharp rock like flint that
can be handsomed or even a washed glass bottle. A machete or knife will help you to prepare your fire making kit. Don't you have fishing gear? It is not a problem, because all desert islands are now (unfortunately) equipped with hundreds of plastic bottles. Cut one end off and reverse, add a stone and bait and you have yourself a rudimentary fish trap. You find bait by simply
turning rocks to find some snails or hermits. In a pinch you can even excrement (!). You now have an effective little fish trap to leave in rock pools. Set 20 or 30 of these traps, and you'll eat well tonight. On the island however, we give you a hand full of fish hooks to prepare bottle lined and pull in lots of fish. Bottle line fishing is an excellent source of food on the island Another
technique is a tidal fishing trip, where you can use large stoned or upright sticks to build a V-shape structure under the flood line. Snare you some bait if you want. As the water retreats after high tide, fish get stuck on the beach, unable to return to the sea and ready to go into your pot.4. Keep Away Insects and MosquitoesYly won't have deet or other repellents on hand, but it's
easy to fix. Find a termite hill (look in the trees!) and set it on fire. These smoulder for hours and release a sweet incense smell that, like a mosquito coil, acts as a great deterrent. No termite mounds? Cover yourself in the mud, this doubles as excellent sun protection. Just so you know, if you take on this challenge with Desert Island Survival, your experience will take place in the
dry season, so there are no downpours and almost no insects. Tom on a Termite hill in a tree - Fires these make excellent repellent! Hydration is invariably your number one priority when stranded on a desert island. Unless it's rainy season, Water should be your number one target. If you don't find a water source and you've only amassed a few coconuts, then you'll have to
improvise. Remember those plastic bottles I mentioned that are abundant on desert islands these days? One in ten still have drinking water. They just taste great, but it's life. We also teach you how to cut them to silence a simple solar energy. Another way is to have two glass bottles (they are always washed up) and place them neck to neck with a scarf of cloth and place one on
hot embers. The second must be periodically cooled with seawater to create a primitive still. This will yield about 50 ml per hour, so cooling a bottle and stoking the fire should be a constant focus to stay alive. Condensing fresh water on a fire with a glass water still. Your body needs at least 350 ml per day to survive. In the tropics, this is 600 ml. Add effort etc to that, and you
multiply this number by 10! So, if water rations are low, you need to conserve your water. Here's how: Don't eat. Your body needs water to process your food. Food fats require 9 times the water to break down compared to carbohydrates, so make the smart choice if you need to eat at all. Remember that your body can go 30 days without food, but only 3 days without water. Don't
talk, just breathe through your nose. Stay still in the shade all day, only to move to stay cool in the ocean. Do one of your work at night, if it's cooler outside. This is important to know if you are on a 100% survival adventure. Here at Desert Island Survival, we take hydration very seriously during your stay on the island, so this is an aspect of survival that you don't have to worry
about. Speaking of carbohydrates; these are almost non-existent in nature. Every continental society has had a source of carbohydrates central to their diet since the beginning of agriculture. From potatoes in South America and rice in Asia to flour in Europe and sago palms in Africa. But where do you find it on a desert island? Well, when coconuts sprout (with a stem less than 50
cm), you open them to find a carbohydrate 'cake' inside, instead of water! It's delicious, energetic and tastes great roasted. In a germinating coconut is not water, but a delicious ball of carbohydrate coconut cake You'll have to hunt and collect for your food, so here are some more things you need to know about food on deserted islands. Most seaweed in tidal pools is edible. Avoid
any seaweed or animal crops from the ocean, it is invariably poisonous. Only consume food if you have a good water supply. Don't just eat something you find. For example, our island in Panama has a (the Manchineel pictured below) which is the most deadly tree on the planet. Even sitting under it a rainstorm will blister your skin! There is a long-winded test that can be done
when when or what you found is edible: Touch it on your inner arm and wait three hours. Then touch it on your lip and wait three hours. Touch your tongue and wait another three hours. Eat a small amount, and wait three hours. And keep it up. Imagine holding this level of patience over a delicious tasting apple when you're starving; It's a biblical challenge! Does it look good
enough? Every Manchineel apple has enough poison to kill you. A roof makes the island home. On arrival it feels alien, an untouched land of crabs and coconuts. As soon as there is a roof, psychological impact is felt. If you don't have the time or materials to build shelter (maybe a storm comes in?), look for a cave or overhang. If that fails, find a tree with a pronounced mainstay
and make a shelter in its relief. Our best tip when building a shelter is to find a sturdy tree to form a corner of your 4 arrowy shelter, we have castaway shelters collapsing in wind and rain as they don't have a stable tree angle. Lots of rope washes up on shore, but if your island is really secluded with less quarry from the sea, you make rope from coconut tree fibers. If you know how
to weave, then weaving palms and overlapping them is your best option for a waterproof roof. One of the shelters we build together on our expeditions No problem. If you're lucky, you might find a can or aluminum can before they are rusted that you use as a pot. Otherwise, failing this you will get your bushcraft on. Look for clay to fire a simple thumbpot. Crab holes in the jungle is
the best source, crabs do a wonderful job of picking out the stones, making perfect piles of refined clay just for you! Another option is to boil water and make a fish soup in a green coconut or gourd fruit. Make sure you cook on embers though, as a flame will burn through. Still not managed to get a pot? You fish on a stick pierce or even, our preference to keep the fish moist, is to
wrap your fish in large leaves and bind it with tree bark. Make sure they cook directly on the embers without a flame and you're good to go! Tom preparing dinner on the island As I said, a survival experience on a deserted tropical island is the perfect time to go offline and enjoy life off the grid, hone your skills, build self-confidence, bond with fellow castaways, and experience
nature in its rough form. You'll never feel so alive. If you've enjoyed the tips above, our real expeditions are full of hundreds of island survival skills. Hey, we'll get you ready to survive 3 days on an island with little more than just a machete! (And then you return to a snazzy hotel with white sheets, the best shower of your life, and 3 course meal!) meal!) meal!)
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